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NEW QUESTION: 1
What are path attributes that can be set for a DMP array? (Choose three.)
A. Noactive
B. Standby
C. Primary
D. Priority
E. Secondary
Answer: B,C,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
A customer has a WebTrade application that initially uses the embedded LDAP to authenticate
users. To enhance security, the customer decides to use OAM to authenticate some of the users
against an external LDAP store. For this to work, a customer configured an OAMAuthenticator,
but was not sure what to select for the Control Flag. What Control Flag should the customer
choose?
A. MANDATORY
B. SUFFICIENT
C. OPTIONAL
D. REQUIRED
E. REQUISITE
Answer: D
Explanation:
Note:
*When you configure multiple Authentication providers, use the JAAS Control Flag for each
provider to control how the Authentication providers are used in the login sequence. You can
choose the following the JAAS Control Flag settings, among others:
*Example:
Setting the Order of Providers
Re-order the OAM Identity Asserter, OID Authenticator, and Default Authenticator by ensuring
that the control flag for each authenticator is set as follows:
Reference: Oracle Fusion Middleware Security Guide

NEW QUESTION: 3
Bret is a web application administrator and has just read that there are a number of
surprisingly common web application vulnerabilities that can be exploited by unsophisticated
attackers with easily available tools on the Internet.
He has also read that when an organization deploys a web application, they invite the world to
send HTTP requests. Attacks buried in these requests sail past firewalls, filters, platform
hardening, SSL, and IDS without notice because they are inside legal HTTP requests. Bret is
determined to weed out any vulnerabilities. What are some common vulnerabilities in web
applications that he should be concerned about?
A. Visible clear text passwords, anonymous user account set as default, missing latest security
patch, no firewall filters set and no SSL configured are just a few common vulnerabilities
B. No IDS configured, anonymous user account set as default, missing latest security patch, no
firewall filters set and visible clear text passwords are just a few common vulnerabilities
C. Non-validated parameters, broken access control, broken account and session
management, cross-side scripting and buffer overflows are just a few common vulnerabilities
D. No SSL configured, anonymous user account set as default, missing latest security patch, no
firewall filters set and an inattentive system administrator are just a few common
vulnerabilities
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Refer to the exhibit.
A CUCM engineer is working with Globalization and localization on H323 gateway. Which four
configuration changes are needed to achieve the result on the exhibit? (Choose four)
A. Assign the calling party transformation CSS to the device pools in the cluster.
B. Uncheck the use device pool calling party transformation CSS on all the phones.
C. Create a transformation profile and add 9011 in the international number prefix field.
D. Assign a transformation profile in the incoming transformation profile setting in the E 164
transformation number prefix field.
E. Create a CSS and PT for calling party transformation pattern.
Answer: A,C,D,E
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
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